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Marla Martins v Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd NYSE: RCL Case
1:15-cv-21124-JG
Law on Living in Truth Always (“LOLITA”) is Everyone's Common Sense from Womb to Tomb
for Good to penalize Evil, ISN'T IT?

Palm Beach, Jul 10, 2019 (Issuewire.com) - Judge Goodman
Law on Living in Truth Always (“LOLITA”) is Everyone's Common Sense from Womb to Tomb
for Good to Penalize Evil, ISN'T IT?
A Grandmother and Mother Marla Martins, 54, is NO ROBOT. My 24/7 legal duties imposed by
LOLITA is to keep begging the Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd (“RCL”) misleadership's law-defiant
attitudes to please reverse and correct into leadership's law-compliant attitudes under LOLITA.
Legally mandated Safety and Security Warnings under LOLITA mandate adding the Living in
Truth NEWS experienced by both the RCL family and the Martins family to help all cruise-buyers in
millions make 100% informed decisions which RCL prevented Martins family from making.
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“As cruise-buyers, Martins family members were also sold by the RCL the 08.28.2013 murder-on-thesea of Marla’s daughter Briana, 17, and of the RCL zealous lawyers who RCL paid sky-high legal fees
to conspire with self-immunized uncredible Judge Jonathan Goodman (together, “Crime
Promoters”) to commit Justicide-in-the-Court to immunize all the conspirators to keep terrorizing
cruise-buyers, even keep making them as cruise-buying prey pay them as cruise-selling predators
their zealous lawyers’ sky-high legal fees for selling malpractice of law to protect law-defiants as if it
was practice of law to protect law-compliants. It’s the Buyer-Beware Seller-Don’t-Care Law sold as
Predatory Freedom. It helps RCL to keep committing immunized crimes-on-the-sea and
conspirators to keep committing immunized Justicide in-the-Courts. Together as the grand scheme of
predatory attitudes, they will keep hurting everyone, helping no one, for evil to keep making blood
money with immunity.

As prevention of Injustice by laws misapplied committing cold-blooded Justicide is better than cure with
delayed Justice bylaws correctly applied since crimes like murders, even rapes, as Injustice by the
murderers and the rapists have no cure for sure, isn’t it also social medias’ 24/7 legal duties imposed
by LOLITA to keep begging the law-defiants to please become law-compliants under LOLITA and
STOP making blood moneys in billions and billions from committing cold-blooded crimes-on-the-seas
and initial and still ongoing Justicide-in-the-Courts until duly reversed and corrected by final Justice in
the Court to finally upgrade into Crime Stoppers from being Crime Promoters?
All cruise-buyers in millions and Martins family members got to wait and watch the date when the
overdue STOP comes to the self-proving immunized conspiracy by the inevitable U-Turn in their evil
mindsets, knowing that Justice delayed is Justice Denied, that Justice Denied is Injustice Magnified,
that Injustice Magnified is Justice Crucified, and overdue Resurrection of Justice is the Savior
personified by Judge Goodman to help all and hurt none with due thanks to the omnipotent press
which shall keep making this self-healing NEWS keep going viral until everyone's unhealthy
mind is healed into everyone's healthy mind as it was, and should have continued to be so,
since day one from womb to tomb but for the predatory conspiring Church, Courts and
Constitution.
Grandmother & Mother Marla Martins
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Secret Settlement 09.15.2016 Transcript
"Judge Says Mom May Regret Not Taking Royal Caribbean Deal"
"Mom Hit With Fees After Refusing Deal In Cruise Death"
NEWSWEEK "WOMAN WHO CALLED CRUISE SHIP COMPANY 'KILLER...'"
Marla Martins (908) 721-1088
Personal Attorney Lalit K. Jain, Esq. (718) 255-6576
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